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Motors, blowers and pumps play key roles in fuel cell designs.  Their efficiency and performance are
vitally important in the operation of fuel cell systems and are a critical factor in maximizing the overall
efficiency of a system.

How Fuel Cells Operate
Fuel cells are direct current (DC) power generators.  They generate electricity through an electrochemical
process that converts the energy stored in a fuel directly into electricity. Fuel cells have many benefits.
They produce no particulate matter, nitrogen or sulfur oxides.  They have few moving parts and produce
little or no noise.  When fueled by hydrogen, they yield only heat and water as byproducts.   Their wide
application can reduce our dependence on fossil fuels and foreign sources of petroleum.

The typical Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell uses as its electrolyte a polymer membrane.
When hydrogen gas from a reformed hydrocarbon fuel is introduced into the system, a catalyst on the
surface of the membrane splits the hydrogen gas into protons and electrons.  Protons pass through the
membrane and react with oxygen to form water, while the electrons, unable to pass through the mem-
brane, flow around it and are conducted to an external circuit. The electrolyte membrane is sandwiched
between an anode and cathode.  All three components are sealed under heat and pressure into a single
membrane/electrode assembly (MEA) that is less than a millimeter thick.

A PEM fuel cell consists of three principle components:
1) Fuel cell stack – at the heart of each PEM fuel cell are individual MEAs stacked together to

provide the power required by the system
2) Power conditioner – the conditioner converts low-voltage electric current from the fuel cell

stack to a higher voltage AC current that can either be stored or used to power devices
3) Fuel reformer –  processes hydrocarbon fuel into hydrogen-rich reformate that the fuel cell

stack converts into electricity.

Choosing the Right Motor-Blower
Motor-Blower Criteria:
� Efficiency
� Micro processor-based performance control
� Spark-free operation
� Reliability
� Corrosion-resistant materials

Motors, blowers and pumps are among the most important components in a fuel cell system.  They are
required to move fuels, gases and byproduct condensate throughout the system.  Since they draw power
from the system, they are key factors in its overall efficiency.

A high-efficiency blower or pump has a lower parasitic load on the system and may allow for a reduced
fuel cell stack and lower power inverter costs. The proper matching of a motor’s speed/torque curve to its
aerodynamic output is especially important in increasing efficiency thereby reducing its demand on a fuel
cell system.

Major fuel cell developers work closely with motor-blower and pump suppliers, such as AMETEK Rotron,
in custom designing components that meet a system’s specific needs.  Fuel cells rely on brushless



blowers and pumps to supply air to the reformer and cathode as well as ventilation and cooling to maintain
proper enclosure conditions.

Brushless motor technology offers a number of critical advantages, including high efficiency, spark-free and
maintenance-free operation, outstanding reliability and long service life.  Its microprocessor-based electron-
ics allows for accurate performance control and rapid transient response time for faster power availability.

The hydrogen gas produced in PEM fuel cells is highly flammable, so use of a spark-free brushless motor-
blower often is mandatory. Despite their compact size, brushless motors and motor-blowers are sufficiently
robust to meet fuel cell developers’ stringent vibration, pressure containment, gas leakage, condensate
management and low-noise requirements.

AMETEK Rotron, for example, provides the fuel cell industry with the broadest range of advanced brushless
motors, blowers and pumps as well as the proven ability to customize blower and pump performance to the
end-use application.

AMETEK Rotron’s compact Windjammer®, Minijammer® and Microjammer® brushless motor-blowers offer
high performance in lightweight designs.  Its Seal-lessTM pumps incorporate a robust brushless motor
design into a high efficiency magnetically coupled pump.  Its NautilairTM and regenerative blowers are ideal
for larger systems and hydrogen applications.

Product Performance
Microjammer up to 39" H2O up to 22 cfm
Minijammer up to 24" H2O up to 45 cfm
Windjammer up to 144" H2O up to 307 cfm
Regenerative Blowers up to 264" H2O up to 1800 cfm
BLDC Fans up to 1862 cfm
BLDC Motors up to 15,000 rpm up to 832 oz* in
Pumps up to 26 GPM
Nautilair blower up to 3.5" H2O up to 540 cfm
BLDC Controllers up to 20 Amps



Since fuel cells are sensitive to contamination from corrosion, AMETEK Rotron constructs its motors and
blowers for fuel cell applications using materials with the ability to withstand hydrogen-rich operating envi-
ronments and contact with de-ionized water.  It also offers a line of corrosion-resistant regenerative blowers,
especially suited for specialty gas applications.

Summary and Conclusion
Fuel cells hold the promise of clean, less expensive and environmentally friendly energy.  They offer a lot of
flexibility that is not available with more conventional power technology.  They have potential application in a
wide range of industrial, commercial, residential and recreational products, where a compact, reliable
electric power source is an important or attractive feature.

Critical to the performance and efficiency of these new fuel cell systems are motors, blowers and pumps
that can provide outstanding efficiency, reliable service, safe operation and a broad range of performance
capabilities.  All of these features are available from AMETEK Rotron.

For more information on specific motors, blowers and pumps for fuel cell applications, contact AMETEK
Rotron Technical and Industrial Products, 627 Lake Street, Kent, OH 44240. Phone: 330/673-3452. Fax:
330/678-8227. Web site: www.brushlessblowers.com


